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PROBLEMS

What is the distance required to stop an
average passenger car when brakes are
applied on a 2% downgrade if that vehicle was
originally traveling at 40 km/h?



Sight Distance Definition

It is the length of highway ahead which is visible to the driver.

Sight Distance Types

Three basic types of sight distances:
1- Stopping sight distance (SSD)
2- Decision sight  distance (DSD)
3- Passing sight distance (PSD)



 Sight on straight section.

 Sight on horizontal curve cut sec.

 Sight on vertical curves.

 Sight on Intersection.

Locations.

Triangle of sight



Criteria for Sight Distance

• Driver eye height:  for passenger vehicle’s = 
3.5 ft or 1.05 m above surface

• Height of object in roadway = 2 feet or 0.5m 
(SSD) – why?

• Height of opposing vehicle = 3.5 feet (PSD)



• Deceleration rate: AASHTO: 3.5 to 4.5

m/sec2

• Deceleration is within capability of drivers to

stay within their lane and control the vehicle

when braking on wet surfaces and is

comfortable for most drivers

• AASHTO represents friction as (a/g) which is

a function of the roadway, tires, etc



1-Stopping Sight Distance (SSD)

2-Decision Sight Distance (DSD)

v : is the design speed
t : is perception and reaction time. almost 2.5 sec
f : is coefficient of long. Friction depend on (V) 
g: grade in decimal number %



Relation between design speed and longitudinal friction coefficient 



Passing Sight Distance (PSD)



3- Passing Sight Distance (PSD)

Is the sight distance that achieve a safe passing maneuvers on two-lane, 
two-way highways. 

PSD = d1 + d2 + d3 +d4

Where:

d1: is the distance traveled during perception and reaction time and during
acceleration.

= 0.278 t1 (v-m+at1/2)
d2: is distance traveled during the time the passing vehicle is traveling on the left
lane.

= 0.278 v t2

d3: is the distance between the passing vehicle at the end of its maneuver and the
opposing vehicle.

= 30 – 90 m
d4: is the distance moved by the opposing vehicle during 2/3 of the time the passing
vehicle is on left lane. = 2/3 d2



Passing Sight Distance



Passing Sight Distance

• NOTES:

 For Divided roads, The passing sight distance is not available.

 It is not necessary to consider passing sight distance on 
highways or streets that have two or more traffic lanes in each 
direction of travel.

 For roads that have special lane for overtaking, The passing 
sight distance is not available. 

 When passing sight distance is not available it equals SSD. 


